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Innovative tech company delivers ground-breaking 
online commenting solution 

Classibridge utilizes technology to solve online discussion headaches 

[PHILADELPHIA – January 9, 2019] Armed with the idea that today’s online discussion 
technology should be better and could do more for society, a tech start-up company is tackling the 
problems that websites with comments have faced for decades. 

Classibridge, incorporated in July 2018, is a start-up tech company headquartered in Drexel Hill, 
Pa., that is enhancing online dialogue and revolutionizing engagement options available to everyday 
users of online content. Classibridge’s primary product is a ground-breaking online commenting 
widget called Classifilter and is an add-on for websites that host multiple articles with an active 
commenting community below the articles. There are multiple sub-companies that fall under 
Classibridge, of which Classifilter is the flagship product. 

“With the use of technology, optimized user experience processes, and familiar graphical choices, 
we're going to solve the headaches that websites with comments have faced for decades while still 
allowing them to maintain their integrity when it comes to freedom of speech,” Classibridge CEO 
and Founder, AJ Sharma said. “We know that while the problems with online dialogue of spam, 
trolls, bots, vulgarity, fake news, flame wars, cyberbullying, etc. were caused by user behavior, we 
believe the solution lies in technology and innovation, not hoping people will change their ways.” 

Additionally, there are multiple innovative approaches to Classibridge products that differentiate us 
from our competitors and lead to some truly ground-breaking benefits for our customers. We do 
things differently at Classibridge, including our approach to privacy and security for all our 
users. We are firm believers in right to privacy as well as freedom of speech, and all our products 
and offerings reflect those beliefs. 

“We believe our line of products, including our flagship Classifilter, will revolutionize the way 
websites and organizations interact with their users online,” Sharma said. “We believe those that 
have banned comment sections will once again open their doors to user participation with little 
need to allocate resources to moderation. Classibridge has found the solution for cultivating 
productive and valuable online dialogue as it was meant to be.” 

Classibridge is a tech startup creating the next generation online commenting widget that will sit 
below the articles on various types of websites including newspapers, sports, entertainment, and 
blogs. We believe that technology should assist the silent majority in sound analysis, productive 
discussions, and bridging their differences to find solutions that work for all. For more information, 
go to www.classibridge.com, call 610-449-8000, like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter 
@Classibridge. 
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